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Books on Genetics and DNA
Proper Use of DNA in Genealogical Research

General Resources – Basic Level (in order of relevance)

  - General, broadly relevant to genetic genealogy, "If you only read one book in this area, this should be the one that you start with."

  - Basic, highly relevant to genetic genealogy.

  - Basic, highly relevant to genetic genealogy.

  - Basic, highly relevant, not completely up to date.

  - Basic, relevant to genetic genealogy.

  - Basic, relevant to genetic genealogy

  - General, broadly relevant to genetic genealogy.

  - General, broadly relevant to genetic genealogy.

  - General, but not up-to-date on post-1994 developments.
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  - General, except for mtDNA part, somewhat out of date.

  - General, not up-to-date on post 2001 events, but possibly the best general book about genetic genealogy.

  - General, not all that relevant to genetic genealogy.

  - General, not all that relevant to genetic genealogy

General Resources – Advanced Level (in order of relevance)

  - Advanced, but specific for Y-DNA information, "a must read for men who are considering or who have completed a DNA test."

  - Basic to advanced, extremely relevant, and reasonably up to date.

  - Advanced, relevant to genetic genealogy.

  - Advanced, but relevant for putting DNA profiles into a broader historical context and answering inquiries about earliest origins related to the work of the National Geographic’s Genographic Project."
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  - General, broadly relevant to genetic genealogy.

  - General, broadly relevant to genetic genealogy.

  - General, broadly relevant

  - General, not too out of date

  - Advanced, not all relevant to genetic genealogy.

  - Advanced, not all relevant to genetic genealogy.

  - Advanced, not up-to-date on post 1999 developments.


Using DNA Evidence to Draw Genealogical Conclusions – Examples
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- Pamela Stone Eagleson, “Parents for Robert Walker of Rockingham County, North Carolina and Orange County, Indiana,” National Genealogical Society Quarterly 101 (September 2013):189-200


- The entire National Genealogical Society Quarterly 93 of December 2005 is devoted the DNA.

Genetic Genealogy on the Web

- Your Genetic Genealogist (by Cece Moore) at http://www.yourgeneticgenealogist.com/

- The Legal Genealogist (by Judy Russell) at http://www.legalgenealogist.com/blog/ - while not solely devoted to Genetic Genealogy does include a number of posts regarding the subject

- Each DNA testing company has a website that provides some background science, information on the testing procedures and sometimes assistance with interpreting your results.